Conference ‘Monitoring and Evaluation for Responsible Innovation’

Call for Proposals of Participation

19-20 March 2015, Wageningen, the Netherlands

Our ideal conference would be one from which participants (1) are inspired by new or refined concepts and questions, (2) become enthusiastic by clear and practical options, and (3) feel confident about their ability to improve their professional effectiveness for M&E for responsible innovation.

Inspiration is powerful and can occur in different ways, by sharing, by questioning, by listening differently, by giving feedback, by trying it out in practice. We expect the conference to include:

- keynote presentations from experts who have grappled with concepts and practice around responsible innovation and evaluation;
- mini-workshops to dive deep into cases or methods or jointly develop an idea germ;
- sharing of concrete practices with prepared papers;
- roundtable discussions about a specific topic so people’s hunches collide and become breakthroughs
- other ways to share and inspire, such as an ‘idea’ version of speed-dating.

We commit to organising keynote presenters, session reporters and final conference documentation. Can you contribute the rest?

Guidelines

Deadline submission of proposal: **1 February 2015**
Approval submitted proposals: **15 February 2015**

Main selection criteria: relevance to conference topic; originality of input; potential for inspiring action; clarity of session content and format

All contributions are pro bono.

Any material produced for the conference will be shared via the conference report.

Duration of different session types:

- Mini-workshop: 1 hr 15 minutes or 2.5 hours
- Paper presentation: 30 minutes (20 minutes, sharing 10 minutes discussion)
- Roundtable discussion: 75 minutes
- Others to be proposed by you: 75 minutes

For questions or sending your proposal: cecile.kusters@wur.nl
Call for Workshop Session

Workshop title:

Name lead workshop facilitator:

Function:

Institution:

Street name, town/city, country:

Telephone:

e-mail:

Facilitation experience of facilitator:

Workshop length: 1 hr 15 mins or 2.5 hours (please circle)

Workshop objectives and content:

Type of participant who would be interested in the workshop:

Relevance of the workshop for the conference theme ‘M&E for Responsible Innovation’:

Format and workshop approach:

Requested practical support (e.g. beamer, laptop, flipchart):
Call for Papers

Title:

Author(s) (italicise presenter)

Function of lead author:

Institution of lead author:

Street name, town/city, country:

Telephone:

e-mail:

Relevance of the paper for the conference theme ‘M&E for Responsible Innovation’

Abstract (max 300 words):
Call for Roundtable Discussions

Title:

Roundtable participants (name, function, institution):

Contact person:

Function:

Institution:

Street name, town/city, country:

Telephone:

e-mail:

Focus of the Roundtable topics:

Relevance of the Roundtable discussion for the conference theme ‘M&E for Responsible Innovation’:
Call for Other Sessions to Stimulate Ideas

Type of session:

Title:

Organisers (name, function, institution):

Lead person:

Function:

Institution:

Street name, town/city, country:

Telephone:

e-mail:

Content focus of the session:

Relevance of proposed session for the conference theme ‘M&E for Responsible Innovation’

Format and session approach: